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From the 1st of July 2009, a smoking ban in indoor public 
places takes effect throughout the whole of Greece. The ban 
covers workplaces in the public and private sector as well as 
shops, bars, restaurants, clubs, boats, waiting rooms, public 
transport, etc. 

The Government has decided to go ahead with the ban 6 
months ahead of the initial plan trying to take advantage of the 
summer months when many people spend much more time 
outdoors, in the hope that this will help smokers adjust to the 
ban with less difficulty. There is also a prominent information 
campaign about smoking from the Ministry of Health. 
However, it remains to be seen how the Greek people will 
react to the ban, how quickly it will be observed and enforced, 
and what will happen in the winter.

Smoking Ban 
Comes to Symi

According to the new law, if a business is 70 square metres 
or smaller, its owner can decide whether it can be a smoking 
or non-smoking establishment. For larger premises, smoking 
would only be allowed in special smoking rooms which 
cannot be larger than 30%-40% of the total area (depending 
on how big the area is). The smoking rooms must be separated 
from the rest of the area with a divide from floor to ceiling 
and have to follow specific requirements when it comes to air 
pressure, circulation and ventilation. The license to operate a 
smoking room or for designating the business as a “smoking” 
one (if it is less than 70 square metres) needs to be granted by 
the Municipal authorities. 

What do you think 
about Symi?

The first ever survey about tourism on Symi will 
be conducted over the next three months. It will be 
scientifically-designed and all visitors to the island 
over the summer months will have a chance of taking 
part. It will run between the end of July and beginning 
of September with face-to-face interviews with a 
representative sample of Symi visitors including day-
trippers and people who stay overnight, as well as those 
who come to Symi onboard yachts. 

It is the first time a survey of this scale and magnitude 
has ever been undertaken on Symi and despite it being a 
voluntary and unpaid project, we hope the results will 
help people in business (from the Municipality to the 
ordinary tourist shop) better understand the views and 
needs of the tourists themselves. 

The survey will try and capture as many aspects of 
tourism on Symi as possible, including what people like 
and dislike about the island, how much money they spend 
and where they spend it, what improvement they would 
like to see,  why they have chosen to come to Symi, etc. 

Apart from the survey of visitors, there will be 
another survey taking place at the same time involving 
Symi residents. The “residents’ survey” will aim to 
capture people’s views and opinions on day-to-day issues 
concerning life on Symi during the summer months.  

Both surveys will be directed and run by Christos 
Byron, a statistician specialising in survey design and 
statistical analysis who lives on Symi and lectures in UK 
universities. The surveys are sponsored by SymiGreece.
com and supported by the Municipality of Symi. 

To make these surveys a success, we are looking for 
volunteers who are prepared to give a few hours of their 
time to help Symi. If you are coming to Symi this summer 
and would like to be part of the survey team, please get in 
touch with The News of Symi.

Regular updates about the survey will be published  in 
The News of Symi over the summer months.
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to many people on Symi who had expected no more 
than small gains for a party positioned to the right of 
the government.  The Green party quadrupeled their 
number of votes on Symi, a result echoed around 
the country as they managed to get their very first 
MEP elected.  The “real” turnout was about 55% 
(those registered to vote on Symi include a large 
number of Symiots who live abroad), echoing the 
historically low turnout in this election for Greece 
as a whole where almost 1 in 2 didn’t vote.

The detailed Symi result for each of the 10 
polling stations on the island can be found inside 
the Greek pages of this newspaper.

The 2009 Elections for the European Parlieament took 
place on Symi on Sunday 7th of June in a very calm, almost 
hypnotic, environment. No party representatives nor any 
MPs had visited the island and there had been no public 
speeches, and only one party kiosk, from the local PASOK 
party, was erected in the central square in Yialos. At about 
the 9pm the results started to come in and were more or less 
as expected.  In the published table you can see that In the 

published table you can see that the right-wing governing 
party Nea Dimocratia lost more than 300 votes compared 
to the elections in 2004 and got less than a quarter of the 
total votes cast. The socialist opposition PASOK won the 
overall majority with 56% and a similar number of votes to 
2004. With very little change from 2004 for the left-wing 
SYRIZA and communist KKE, there was a large rise for 
the party LAOS, with 5.5% of the vote, a disappointment

Symi Euro Election Results 2009
Government woes and opposition smiles

BY DIMITRIS CHRYSOCHOOS

Editorial
THE SuN BEATS DOWN upon Symi, baking people 
in their houses and frying them in suntan oil on the 
beaches. The boats bring in tourists by the hundred 
every day to wander about the harbour and enjoy the 
most beautiful island in all of Greece. The News of Symi 
is, of course, rather biased towards recommending 
Greece for the perfect holiday; it is our own country 
with its unique mixture of beautiful scenery, ancient 
history, a very firm and clear national identity, and a 
complex and vibrant modern culture. As the World 
becomes ever more connected and globalisation 
spreads, Greece and its islands is well placed to resist 
travelling along the road to uniformity.

ON JuNE 20TH, the new museum of the Acropolis 
opens in Athens and it is a day of celebration for the 
whole country. Around this event, the news broadcasts 
and newspapers have daily features regarding the 
single biggest cultural dispute in Greece, the return of 
the sculptures and other parts of the temple buildings 
that were taken from the Acropolis to London a little 
over two hundred years ago by Lord Elgin. Greek 
anger is directed at the stubborn government in 
Westminster and not at the British people, the majority 
of whom support the Greek claims for the return of 
these artefacts. As an English language newspaper, it 
seemed fitting to devote a large part of this issue to 
the background of the subject, our own little part in 
the campaign to right an old wrong. 

Of mORE ImmEdIAtE cOncERn to many will 
be the start of the smoking ban throughout Greece 
on July 1st (page 5) and we hope the difficulties the 
new rules will make for Symi’s resident and visiting 
smokers will not be too arduous.   

PEdI IS OncE mORE in the spotlight this month 
(page 7). the first working trials of the new 
desalination plant will begin in the next days. Further 
down the valley, work is due to start of the new sports 
stadium, while in Pedi bay itself, the construction of 
the marina has recommenced after irksome delays. 
In this small and attractive fishing village, 2009 may 
well be remembered as a year of many changes.

AS tHE HIGH tOURISt SEASOn gets under 
way, the first ever survey of visitors to Symi is being 
planned (page 5). It’s an ambitious project that will 
help Symi better understand the views and needs of 
her visitors and improve even more. 
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Savoy Hotel
In the centre of Rhodes Town

www.savoyrodos.gr - Tel. +30 22410 20721/2

Greek & Foreign Press
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Next to Mina’s shop - Tel. 22460 71675 

The 2009 Symi Festival will begin on 
Saturday 1st August in Syllogos Square in 
Horio with a gastronomic evening which will 
include the Symi Shrimp Festival and the 
presentation of traditional Symiot recipes. 
There will also be traditional dancing from 
the dance groups of the Women’s Assotiation 
of Tsaritsani (a historical settlement near 
Elassona in the north of mainland Greece) 
and the Women’s Association of Symi 
accompanied by the music group of Mihalis 
Missos. The event will be presented by 
the well-known Greek journalist, Alexis 
Kostalas who has presented the premiere 
of the Symi Festival for the past couple of 
years.

The official premiere of the Symi 
Festival is scheduled for Sunday 2 August at 
the central square in Yialos. At the time of 
writing, discussions were still underway and 
official confirmation regarding the singer 
who will open the 2009 Festival is expected 
very soon. According to our sources, the 
name that is being discussed is Eleutheria 
Arvanitaki, one of the most famous singers 
in Greece who hasn’t performed at the 
Symi Festival yet. Given the popularity of 
Eleutheria, such a Premiere would no doubt 
be a huge success and a great publicity for 
the Festival. Let’s hope the discussions will 
have a happy ending.

This year’s programme will include 
about 20 performances and although the final 
details and dates have not been officially 
announced, The News of Symi has heard 
that there will be a number of well-known 
singers who will be coming to Symi this 
August. Among them is Savina Yiannatou, 
Eleni Tsaligopoulou and Keti Garbi. 

There are also discussion with Sakis Rouvas, the Greek pop star 
who sung for Greece in this year’s Eurovision Song Contest. Sakis 
has a huge following especially amongst the  younger generations 
and there‘s no doubt he would draw a large crowd to Symi.   

There will also be revivals of traditional feasts, classical music 
from Austria, a literary evening dedicated to the poet Yiannis 
Ritsos, a rock and pop concert by local groups on Symi and Rhodes, 
a concert with artists from Turkey and dance performances by 

bY CHRISTOS BYRON

Sports Stadium in Pedi
Before the end of the year, a dream may 
come true for the young people of Symi, with 
the construction of a modern stadium in Pedi.  
After years of hard work by the Municipal 
authorities dealing with the compensation 
claims of land owners, the project was put 
out to tender at the beginning of 2009 with 
the winning bid announced a few days ago.  
The successful contractor has stated that the 
work will commence in the next few weeks 
the end of June and completion may be as 
early as November. The cost of the project 
will be €1.300.000, covered exclusively by 
Municipal funds. The stadium will include a 
third-generation grass football pitch, a running 
track and other facilities for all athletics events, 
basketball and volleyball courts, changing 
rooms and spectator stands. Together with 
the indoor arena being built further up the 
Pedi valley, the stadium will undoubtedly be 
a great asset for Symi, representing a serious 
investment for the young people of the island.

Pedi Marina
After months of idle waiting, the work on the 
marina in Pedi re-started a week ago.  In the 
past few days, yachts arriving on Symi were 
turned away for lack of mooring space, a loss 
of income for the island that it can ill afford.  
Let us hope that from now on the work will 
not be interupted again and that the marina will 
finish as soon as possible. 

Drinking Water
Production of drinking water from one section 
of Symi’s new wind-powered desalination plant 
is about to start on a trial basis within the next 
few days as the remaining technical details are 
finalised. The Ministry of the Aegean is pressing 
the Municipality for a quick completion of the 
trial and all outstanding work, so that the whole 
of the desalination plant can start producting 
clean water, reducing the cost of supplying 
water to Symi via the waterboats.

NEWS IN BRIEFSymi Festival 2009 starts on 1st August
Famous singers, concerts, dance events & feasts 

the Women’s Association of Symi, the local dance group of Irini 
Mylonaki, as well as invited groups from around Greece. 

The Symi Festival will end with a two-day event (1-2 September) 
dedicated to Peace which as every year will be organised jointly by 
the Municipalities of Symi and Datca.

As in previous years, the artwork that will feature in year’s 
Festival Poster and Programme was created by Eva Geraki  and The 
News of Symi is pleased to be the first to publish it.
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On June 20th 2009, the new Acropolis Museum in Athens 
will open, demolishing at a stroke the main argument against 
the return of the Parthenon Sculptures to Greece: that Greece 
is incapable of looking after them. The new museum is already 
being praised as one of the greatest and most innovative 
facilities of its kind anywhere in the World. 

I know this is a Symi-based newspaper, but I hope you’ll 
excuse me for taking this opportunity to talk about what is 
arguably the single biggest cultural issue in Greece. 

If I’m really lucky, you’ll read this and be far better 
informed about the issue than you were before, and maybe 
a little surprised too; it is a tale full of duplicity, colonialism, 
and downright stubbornness, complete with theft, bribery and 
cover-ups.  

A Recollection
For some of the 90s, I used to work close to the British 

Museum in London and would regularly go inside, spending 
most of my time among the Egyptian, Roman and Greek 
artefacts. The most important part of the Ancient Greek 
collection is the Parthenon Sculptures (crudely referred to 
as the “Elgin Marbles”) together with many other sculptures 
from other buildings on the Acropolis in Athens. 

Included among these is one of the original six Caryatids, 
those columns that are shaped like women which have been 
copied the World over through the centuries. She stands in 
what feels like a back room and is often missed by visitors to 
the Museum. Unlike her five sisters who were behind glass 
in the old Acropolis museum in Athens, she stands free to be 
pawed and touched by whoever passes her by. During one 
of my lunchtime visits to the museum, I paid her my usual 
respects, but this time I found her with a large blob of chewing 
gum stuck on her back. Feeling indignant, I took pen to paper 
and wrote to The Independent, my favourite British newspaper, 
complaining of the poor way that the Museum protected its 
artefacts. The newspaper printed my letter.

On the occasion of Tony Blair’s second election victory, 
I wrote again to The Independent expressing the hope that he 
would allow the Sculptures back to Greece in time for the 2004 
Olympics, imagining what a wonderful act of friendship that 
would have been. My letter coincided with an announcement 
by Tessa Jowell, the then Culture Secretary, that the Sculptures 
were staying put, echoing exactly her predecessor, Chris 
Smith, who had made a similar announcement within days of 
Blair’s first Victory in 1997. 

With the eloquence of the arguments for their return, and 
the emptiness of those against, I’ve come to believe in the 
certainty that the Sculptures will one day return to Athens, and 
that it will come within my lifetime.  I await that day, that will 
be so full of joy for the Greek Nation, with heart-fluttering 
anticipation.

The Parthenon Sculptures: 
Elgin's 200 year old crime
A tale of duplicity, colonialism, and stubbornness
By WILL SAWYER

The Parthenon
Many people who visit Symi arrive or depart via Athens, 

and they are the richer for having done so; it is a wonderful city, 
one of the greatest in the World, not at all the smog-choked, 
filthy hole that many believe, but the capital city of a proud, 
ancient country with a wonderful culture and history. While 
the vast majority of the sprawling metropolis is modern, it is 
the ancient heart of the city that draws in the tourists, and the 
greatest attraction of all is the citadel of the Acropolis and the 
temple that crowns it, the Parthenon.

It was built in the middle of the 5th century BC at the order 
of Pericles to replace an older temple that had been destroyed 
by the Persians during the wars of the previous 50 years.  In 
the heart of the temple stood a colossal statue of the goddess 
Athena Parthenos (Parthenos is the greek word for “virgin”) 
in ivory and gold by the sculptor Pheidias, whose later Statue 
of Zeus at Olympia was one of the Seven Wonders of the 
World.

Over the next two thousand years, Athens was occupied 
or attacked by the Spartans, Macedonians, the Romans, the 
Germanic Heruli and Visigoths, the Slavs, the Crusaders, the 
Byzantines and the Turks.  The Parthenon itself was converted 
into a church and later, a mosque, with the Statue of Athena 
ending up transported to Constantinople where it is thought to 
have been destroyed in a city riot some time after.  In all of this 
time, the temple itself remained relatively unscathed; if you 
had visited Athens in the early decades of the 17th century the 
main change in the Parthenon from antiquity would have been 
the addition of a minaret.

The Parthenon has, the Greeks say, been wounded twice. 
The first of these wounds occured on the 26th of September 
1687 during the siege of the Acropolis by a Venetian-led 
force.  A blast from one of their cannons scored a direct hit 
on the temple, igniting the ammunition dump that lay inside, 
blowing away a huge section of the centre of the building. 
When the Venetians took control of the Acropolis, the looting 
of the temple began and much more of the building, including 
all its roof and many of the columns on the southern side, 
were demolished. 

The Venetian general in charge, Francesco Morosini, 
enamoured of the largely intact group of sculptures on the 
western side of the temple, decided to take the best of them to 
Venice as a trophy, but during their removal, they fell and the 
whole group shattered. Some small fragments of them ended 
up in Paris, Venice and Copenhagen among other places. 
When Morosini withdrew his forces the following year, he left 
much of the Parthenon a heap of rubble, returning to Venice 
and subsequently being elected Doge, the leader of the Serene 
Republic.

The second wound to the Parthenon is the one that Greece 
considers the more grievous and it remains unhealed to this 

day. The act was committed by Thomas Bruce, 7th Earl 
of Elgin, the British ambassador to the Ottoman Turkish 
authorities occupying Greece.  In 1801, Napoleon’s forces 
were defeated by Nelson at the Battle of the Nile in Turkish-
occupied Egypt, and the Ottoman Sultan in Athens, aware that 
the British had saved the Ottoman Empire, was well disposed 
to accept the offered bribes and turn a blind eye to Elgin’s 
corruption of his office when he began to strip the Parthenon 
of its remaining sculptures, intending them, it is often said, as 
garden ornaments for his Scottish estates. 

Over the next eight years, the Parthenon was raped of its 
finest art and the rape was a brutal one.  During the removal of 
the sculptures, Elgin was told that many of them would have 
to be cut into pieces before removal and that considerable 
damage would have to be inflicted on the structure of the 
building to get them down.  Accounts of the day describe how 
the temple was attacked with saws and picks to hack free the 
sculptures, with several being destroyed in the process.

The sculptures eventually ended up in Britain though 
Elgin, however, was never to enjoy them, being forced to 
sell them to the British Government to pay off debts. The 
Parthenon Sculptures removed by Elgin are now in the British 
Museum in London. 

Since 1983, a great restoration of the Parthenon itself has 
been slowly continuing, using new marble from the same 
quarry that the original stone came from.  The temple will not 
be restored to the pre-1687 condition, but much of the damage 
of the explosion will be reversed

.

In 1989, Melina Mercouri as Greece’s Minister of 
Culture announced the first international competition for 
the construction of the Acropolis Museum. 20 years later 
with all the problems overcome, the new Museum will 
open its gates for a grand opening on the 20th of June 
where a number of foreign dignitaries (including many 
Heads of State) will be present. The Museum will open 
to the public on the 21st and the entrance fee will be 1 
euro for the whole of 2009. As the Minister of Culture 
has said, the low price is to thank the Greek people who 
paid for the Museum all these years.

The largest reason for the long delay in opening the 
museum was the ancient ruins that were found on the site 
when excavations for the foundations began.  The plan of 
the museum had to change radically so that these ruins 
could be incorporated into the structure.  The result is 
vast areas of supported glass floors on the lower levels 
allowing the ruins to be seen by all visitors. 

A long 12-metre wide inclined glass avenue carries the 
visitors through the 5,000 year history of the Sacred Hill 
of the Acropolis, starting on the Ground floor with many 
objects from the earliest days of the Hill’s habitation.

Sculptures and pieces from the smaller Acropolis 
temples (Erechtheion, Propylea, Athena Nike) can be 
seen on the first and second floors including the five 
Caryatids that Elgin did not steal from Athens.

The third (top) floor is reserved for the Parthenon 
Sculptures. The gallery is in front of the Parthenon itself 
which can be seen outside through vast glass windows. 

The exhibits are in two colours. For the first time all 
the marbles are being shown together with grey-coloured 
copies for the ones currently at the British Museum (and 
for the few in the Louvre). This visual contrast is to 
remind visitors of the dismemberment of the Parthenon. 

The 130 metre frieze with the procession of the 
Panathinea can be seen at “eye-level”. The metopes are 
higher up in between 56 metal columns, a reminder of 
the 56 external Dorian columns of the Parthenon visible 
through the glass. The Pedimental Figures, showing 
the birth of the Goddess Athena and her dispute with 
Poseidon, are placed at each end of the gallery and can 
be viewed from all sides. 

The exhibition area is 14,000 square metres, and can 
welcome 10,000 visitors a day. Bio-climate technology 
guarantees good light and temperature conditions and the 
whole structure has been built to withstand an earthquake 
measuring 10 on the Richter scale

The New 
Acropolis Museum

By CHRISTOS BYRON 
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#1: Incompetence, Snobbery, Lies 
and Cover-ups

Elgin’s removal of the sculptures did not go un-noticed 
outside of Athens even at the time.  The damage that his 
workers were daily inflicting to the greatest monument of 
Greek Antiquity was extremely controversial, with the poets 
Shelley and Byron the most notable of his critics, labelling 
him a “dishonest and rapacious vandal” among other things.  

Cold is the heart, fair Greece! that looks on thee,
Nor feels as lovers o’er the dust they lov’d;

Dull is the eye that will not weep to see
Thy walls defac’d, thy mouldering shrines remov’d

By British hands, which it had best behov’d
To guard those relics ne’er to be restor’d.

Curst be the hour when from their isle they rov’d,
And once again thy hopeless bosom gor’d,

And snatch’d thy shrinking Gods to northern climes abhorr’d.
    

Lord Byron, “Childe Harold’s Pilgrimmage”

The Ottoman overlords in Athens had been indifferent to 
the Temple since the explosion of 1687 had rendered it useless 
to them, allowing it to decay even further with marble taken 
for use in the construction of other buildings. When Elgin 
arrived on the scene, the motive he gave for his theft was that it 
was just a matter of time before the sculptures were destroyed 
and that he was saving them for posterity. The vast damage 
he did to the temple removing the sculptures far outweighed 
the benefits of the conservation he tried to convince others 
that he was engaged in, and he undoubtedly knew this, sly 
manipulator that he was.  The practice of plundering artefacts 
is now often referred to as “Elginism”, while the claim often 
given by looters, that they are rescuing them from further 
damage has come to be known as “The Elgin Excuse”.

The argument has, however, persisted down the years and 
is one of the four main arguments given against the return of 
the sculptures to Greece: if Elgin hadn’t removed them and 
brought them safely to Britain, they would have since suffered 
two hundred years of atmospheric damage and would be in a 
far worse state than they are today. This argument was, for 
many, unarguable. How could the sculptures possibly have 
fared worse during 200 years in a museum gallery than they 
would have done during 200 years in the air of Athens, so filled 
with smog as it was for many decades in the 20th century?  

The initial reaction of the British to the Parthenon 
Sculptures (or “Elgin Marbles” as they were beginning to be 
called) was mixed.  The artistic value was not in doubt, but 
many considered them more than a little…dirty.  The renowned 
physicist Michael Faraday was one of those called in to try to 
clean them up: could he not restore them to their beautiful 
pristine white state?  After washing them gently to start with, 
which removed the worst of the dirt, Faraday proceeded to 
scrub at the surface with coarse grit and, when this failed, he 
applied nitric acid which ate away at the surface causing more 
damage in a few minutes than many decades of acid rain.  
Fortunately, Faraday’s experiments, which were a complete 
failure, were only on one small part of the sculptures.

In the 1850s, the museum produced mouldings of all of the 
marbles, enabling plaster copies to be produced. The casting 
process, however, caused further damage to the sculptures.  
In 1858, the British Museum was informed by the person in 
charge of the conservation of the Sculptures that:

“I think it my duty to say that some of the works are much 
damaged by ignorant or careless moulding (with oil and lard) 
and by restorations in wax, and wax and resin. These mistakes 
have caused discolouration. I shall endeavour to remedy this 
without, however, having recourse to any composition that 
can injure the surface of the marble.”

Fortunately for the Sculptures, further attempts to “clean” 
them were abandoned for eighty years.  In 1937-38, a new 
gallery (the one in which they presently reside) was paid for 
by Lord Duveen to house the Sculptures. Joseph Duveen 
was an extremely wealthy man who had funded numerous 
galleries all over the World, a crooked art dealer who ‘flogged 

optimistically attributed paintings to gullible American multi-
millionaires by the truckload’.Duveen (later 1st Baron Duveen 
of Millbank) had so much wealth and power and the poor 
museums found it a constant temptation.  He could bribe and 
buy his way into any institution he wanted, and the museums 
would often override their ethical concerns for the cold, hard 
cash he offered. For the grand opening of Duveen’s new 
gallery in the British Museum, he wanted everything perfect 
and, having looked at other sculptures, he wanted those from 
the Parthenon to appear the same: clean and white. Not for 
Duveen was the natural honey colour that Pentelic marble 
acquires over the centuries, and it may even be the case that 
the museum knew that Duveen’s proposed cleaning job was a 
mistake from the outset, but were just too scared to say “no”.  

Over the next few months, the surface of all of the 
Scupltures was scraped off with iron tools and carborundum 
abrasives, with much of the detail destroyed. The marble 
underneath, while indeed white, had been exposed by the 
removal of as much as 2.5 mm of the surface of the sculptures.  
The destructive “cleaning” job perpetrated by Lord “Cultural 
Criminal” in London was hushed up and hidden until as late as 
1998 when it was finally uncovered by a Cambridge historian. 
Eventually, the British Museum owned up with the Deputy 
Director of Greek Antiquities saying:

“The British Museum is not infallible. It’s not the Pope. 
Its history has been a series of good intentions marred by the 
occasional cock-up, and the 1930s cleaning was a cock-up.”

It was hardly a fitting comment of the Museum’s appalling 
failure to care for arguably its most valuable artefacts.

Under the Freedom of Information Act, the British 
Museum was recently forced to release documents detailing 
the history of damage done to the Parthenon Sculptures while 
in their care: a schoolboy broke off part of the leg of one of the 
centaurs in the 60s, a falling skylight damaged one of the main 
pedimental statues a few years later, and vandals gouged four 
lines in the back of another. In 1970, somebody carved their 
initials in the thigh of one of the main Sculptures.   Despite 
all of this, the Sculptures still remain free to be touched by 
visitors to this very day.

Elgin took the best of the Sculptures, and those that he left 
in Athens (about half of the whole collection) remained on the 
building for the great part of 200 years, enduring the worst of 
the Athenian pollution.  The more important Sculptures were 
removed in the 1990s out of fear of further damage.  Any 
cleaning of the Sculptures that was done was minor, limited 
to the removal of surface salt crust and soot.  It was not until 
2008, that a new technique was applied using a mixture of 
ultra-violet and infra-red lasers to preserve the natural colour 
of the Sculptures.  The results, applied to 20 sections of the 
frieze, have been a great success.  Far more detail can be seen 
on these sculptures than on any in the British Museum after 
their disastrous cleaning attempts, including even chisel marks 
left by the sculptors themselves.  

With the results from Athens, the general consensus 
appears to be that the Sculptures that Elgin stole would now 
be in a far better condition had he left them where they were 
on the Parthenon.

#2: “Ya, ya, ya, you can’t make us!”
The second of the main arguments for the retention of the 

Sculptures in Britain is a simplistic one: they were obtained 
legally and so they are rightfully owned by the British Museum. 
The writer Christopher Hitchens sums this up as “Ya ya ya, 
we’ve got them and you can’t make us take them back!”

That the Sculptures were looted from Greece while it was 
under occupation seems not to matter to the British Museum 
in the same way that the looting of artwork from countries 
occupied by the Nazis, or of Aboriginal remains in Australia 
does.  Hitchens further summed up this whole argument: 

“We can’t live with this embarrassment. I’m surprised 
the Greeks aren’t ruder about it. Even if they say ‘Thank you, 
you rescued our property from the fire next door, you looked 
after it while our house burnt down, the fire was our fault’… 
that doesn’t mean we own the stuff. You wouldn’t put up with 
anyone saying ‘Oh well, yeah, thanks I guess I did look after 
it – in fact it’s mine now.”

Why aren't they back?
The Arguments for keeping them in London

#3: Deliberate Deception
The third main argument given for keeping the Sculptures 

in London can be summed up as “if we give the Sculptures 
back, then we’ll have to give everything else back too and all 
the museums will be empty.”

The Greek Government has long dismissed this argument 
as disingenuous as it has offered the British Museum the loan 
of many other antiquities to “fill the gap” left in its collection 
after the return of the Parthenon Sculptures to Greece, 
including a complete copy of the sculptures in London 
together with a copy of those in Athens. This addition would 
make the display in London more informative and complete, 
rather than less so.

The “empty museums” argument, so often pedalled by the 
“we’re keeping them!” campaign appears as nothing more 
than a deliberate deception. Unfortunately, many still swallow 
it whole.

#4: Absurd and Illogical
The next  argument is that more people would see them 

there than in Athens, about three times as many given recent 
visitor numbers.  

The absurdity of this argument is quite easy to see if you 
take it to its logical conclusion; to maximise the number 
of visitors seeing the Parthenon Sculptures, the Greek 
Government should send all the sculptures that remain in 
Athens to London…and why not dismantle the Parthenon and 
send that to London too so that people can see it with all it’s 
sculptures together.  

BY WILL SAWYER

Continued on page 12»  
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It may be that when you next visit Symi, 
you will come onboard the good ship Proteus 
(an old Greek word pronounced as pro-tefs). 
In Modern Greek the name has changed 
slightly, as most old Greek names have, and 
the people of Symi and Rhodes call it Proteas 
(pronounced pro-te-ass, with the stress on the 
e), though the habit of painting the old Greek 
name on ship’s hulls persists.

You may have come across the name 
Proteus before; as one of Shakespeare’s 
Two Gentlemen of Verona perhaps, or in the 
works of Milton and Wordsworth, but maybe 
you’ve also come across him as the Scottish, 
body-hopping, serial-killing mutant Kevin 
MacTaggert, in the X-Men comics, or failing 
that, as the name of the shrunken vessel in 
Fantastic Voyage, or even one of Hermione 
Granger’s better spells in the Harry Potter 
novels. 

ANES, the shipping company of Symi, 
are not I believe, in the habit of naming their 
vessels after X-Men (though I think The 
Wolverine would be quite a nice name) or 

[Editor’s comment: if you’ve been 
unfortunate enough to see the Hollywood 
misappropriation of Greek mythology, the 
celluloid excressence called “Troy”, both 
the brothers are killed off in suitably horrific 
fashion before the city falls to satisfy the 
viewers’ bloodlust.  That this lays waste to 
vast swaths of ancient Greek Literature in 
the process doesn’t seem to bother those that 
wrote the script]

Having insulted the goddess Athena 
before setting sail, she decided to punish 
Menelaus by having his ships go round 
in circles in the Mediterranean for eight 
years, destroying all but five of them in the 
process.  At last, the poor king ended up on 
the island of Faros (near to the site of the 
future Alexandria) where, as one does, he 
met a lovely nymph who took pity on him, 
and she advised the king to go see her father 
Proteus as he was bound to know what to do 
to get him back home to Sparta.

Old Proteus, being a son of Poseidon, 
the God of the Sea, was no ordinary fellow 
and liked nothing better than looking after 
his sacred seals that lived on the island. 
Every day at noon, he came out of the sea, 
changed himself into a bull seal, and laid 
down to sleep among his flock. 

Proteus: the X-man of Symi
The story of the Old Man of the Sea

bY WILL SAWYER

Haritomeni Restaurant
Excellent food, Spectacular views!

Open Every Day - Tel. +30 6945045074

after characters in English fiction, whatever 
its pedigree. The original Proteus, (the 
proto-Proteus?) is one of those mythological 
characters who also goes by the name of 
“The Old Man of the Sea”, and while he 
doesn’t occur often in the ancient tales, he is 
nonetheless quite memorable... definitely one 
of the X-men of his day.

After the Greeks had tricked the people 
of Troy with the wooden Horse, enabling 
them to destroy the city and fill their ships 
with plundered loot, the journey home for 
many of them was arduous and protracted, 
and the welcome for some was downright 
fatal. The leader of the Greek forces, High 
King Agamemnon, got home safely, only 
to be promptly murdered by the man that 
his devious wife had taken as a lover in his 
absence. Agamemnon’s brother, Menelaus 
“of the flame red hair”, King of Sparta and 
cuckolded husband of Helen (the “Face that 
Launched a Thousand Ships”) had a journey 
that was worst than most (though not all… 
spare a thought for poor Odysseus).  

Nikolas Patisserie
Symi sweets, Cookies, Ice Creams

The only traditional patisserie - in Yialos since 1925 

Menelaus and his men, following the 
advice of the naughty nymph, disguised 
themselves by wearing stinking sealskins, and 
crept up on Proteus as he slept, whereupon 
Menelaus grabbed the old fellow firm around 
the chest. 

Imagine Menelaus’s surprise when 
Proteus changed first into a lion with savage 
jaws, and then, when Menelaus held on fast, 
into a hissing serpent. Still keeping his grip, 
Old Proteus changed next into a panther and 
then a wild boar. After this, he decided to get 
a bit more inventive, as Homer tells us in 
The Odyssey, that next he changed himself 
into “running water”, which Menelaus still 
managed to keep a grip on, before finally 
becoming a vast leafy tree. beaten at last, 
Menelaus forced Proteus to tell him what he 
had to do to get back home. 

After learning that it was Athena that 
was the source of all his woes (his limbs 
were stronger than his intellect, seemingly), 
Menelaus and his men performed a lavish 
sacrificial ritual to the Goddess and then, 
satisfied at last, the capricious Olympian let 
him go back to Sparta. 

Proteus, we are left to surmise, went back 
to sleeping among his seals.

…I’d rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me 

less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea.

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathèd horn.

William Wordsworth, 1807
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QUIZZES by SIMOS #4
Solutions will be in the next edition of The News of Symi. If you
can’t wait, they are available online now at SymiGreece.com

NAGGAGRAM

G U A How many words of 4 or more letters can you find from 
these 9 letters? Each letter can be used once without 
plurals ending in s or names of people or places. Every 
word must contain the letter in the centre and be allowable 
in Scrabble. There is one 9-letter word to discover.

B R E
DITLOIDS M R H
A ditloid is a mixture of letters and numbers. A letter represent a word beginning with that letter. So, 
for example, the ditloid “8 L on a S” has the solution “8 Legs on a Spider”. They start easy and get 
progressively more fiendish. You can write your answers in the space provided. Enjoy!

1. 7 D of the W 
2. 13 L in a BD
3. 8 N in an O
4. 2.54 C in an I
5. 5 R on the OF
6. 30 S in H a M
7. 2 G of V (WS)
8. 4 H of the A
9. 24 HFT (GP)
10. 97 YS the TS

Good: 35-48 words   V. Good: 49-62 words   Excellent: 63 words or more

PEOPLE SPOTTING 
Do you know who these famous people are, and what is their connection?

Solutions #3 DITLOIDS: 7 Deadly Sins, 6 Sides on a Cube, 14 Days in a Fortnight, One Plus One Equals 2, 24 Letters in the Greek Alphabet, 37 Degrees Celsius, Normal Human Body Temperature, Nothing in a Perfect Vacuum, 2390 
Kilometres from Athens to London, 36525 Days in the Twentieth Century, Sweet Little 16 (Chuck Berry). NAGGAGRAM: margarita, trigram, tarama, amrita, tamari, grama, amiga, agama, maria, rami, mart, magi, amia, agma, trim, 
tram, mair, maar, grim, gram, gama, atma, amir. PEOPLE SPOTTING: Queen Elizabeth II and Josef Ratzinger (aka Pope Benedict XVI).

USEFUL
NUMBERS

PUBLIC SERVICES
MUNICIPALITY                                  2246370110
CULTURAL CENTRE                2246360413
CITIZENS’ ADVICE                   2246360400 
WATER COMPANY (DEYAS)           2246070005
SOCIAL SERVICES           2246360419
POLICE             2246071111
PORT AUTHORITY                           2246071205
CUSTOMS HOUSE                               2246071429
ELECTRICITY COMPANY                  2246071338
PHONE COMPANY (ΟΤΕ)                   2246071212
POST OFFICE                         2246071315

DOCTOR’S CLINICS
YIALOS                         2246071290
HORIO                                       2246071316

DENTISTS
VOLONAKIS H.                     2246071272
TSAVARIS V.                     2246072050

PHARMACY
TSAVARIS Y.                     2246071888

BANKS
NATIONAL                                            2246072294
ALPHA                                                   2246071085
DODEKANISOS                   2246071332

TRAVEL AGENTS
ANES                                   2246071100
KALODOUKAS                   2246071077
SYMI TOURS                   2246071307

TAXIS
STAMATIS                   6945226348
GIORGOS                   6974623492
KOSTAS                                   6945252308
THANASIS                   6946568731
THODOROS                   6945531676
KOSTANTINOS                                         6944105596

DOMA Real Estate SYMI
The trusted expert advisors

*
A house for your holiday in Symi is a 

privilege, and... if chosen wisely, it will also 
become a great investment

We are located at the centre of the Symi port 
above Pahos kafeneio

www.doma.gr
Tel. 22460 72619 

e-mail: domasymi@otenet.gr

If no licence is issued before the 1st of July, the total ban on 
smoking will be assumed.  The ban only covers indoor areas; all 
outdoor places even if there is an awning are exempt.

As the law states, the business owner cannot be held 
responsible for violations of the smoking ban unless an offence 
was pointed out to them by either a client, visitor or employer, or 
if it can be proven that the business owner took action by either 
removing the offending person from the business premises or 
took the necessary steps to ensure this was the case while at the 
same time informing the authorities. 

According to recent statistics, 20,000 Greek citizens die 
every year due to smoking-related illnesses. Of these, 700 are 
attributed to passive smoking. 40% of people in Greece are 
regular smokers (one of the highest rates of smoking in the 
World), while 7 out of 10 say they are subject to passive smoking 
in the workplace. In the Greek National Health Service, there 
are about 700,000 patient-days per year attributed to treating 
illnesses caused by smoking. The cost of smoking for the Greek 
state (medicines, treatment, doctor’s advice) is estimated at 2.14 
billion Euros and about 200-300 million Euros a year could be 
saved if the number of smokers were reduced by 15%. 

According to a recent survey, 62% of smokers think the 
smoking ban is a good idea.

« Continued from page 5 

Smoking ban
comes to Symi

Listen to the 
Symi Municipal Radio 
102.1 FM and online 

www.anes.gr
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by Christos Byron

The fifth FAROS vet clinic will take place from Monday 6 
until Friday 10 July 2009. A team of vets from the Department 
of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Thessaloniki will 
be coming to Symi to work voluntarily for FAROS. The 
FAROS clinic will operate as a branch of the University’s own 
clinic and will be subject to the same standards of veterinary 
care with details of all animals treated becoming part of the 
University’s treatment records. The location of the clinic will 
be confirmed in the next few days and the details will be 
announced by poster, via the Municipal radio station, online 
at SymiGreece.com, as well as by announcements over the 
tannoy system.

FAROS has already treated over 160 animals, free of charge, 
ranging from general advice, check-ups and vaccinations, to 
minor operations, neutering and blood testing. Whether it is 
your own pet or a stray animal you care for or feed, please 
bring it to FAROS.

A big thank you to Kalodoukas Holidays for donating the 
accommodation for the vets and the clinic, Symi Tours for 
donating boat tickets and transportation and EFG Design for 
donating the design and printing of the poster.

PO Box 41, Symi 85600 
Dodekanese, Greece

0030 6945821782
www.SymiGreece.com 

© SymiGreece.com

EXPATCAT    by Vasilakis

5th FAROS vet clinic 
6-10 July 2009

More ExPatCat at: www.SymiGreece.com/expatcat.htm

#4  expatcam

The 1st Symi art competition by FAROS for Symi’s 
schoolchildren has concluded with great success. The 
competition was officially approved by the Ministry 
of Education and had the protection and care of Symi’s 
animals as its subject. About 100 children, mainly from the 
nursery and primary schools, took part and FAROS would 
like to thank the school authorities in yialos and Horio for 
responding to the the invitation and giving encouragement 
to the children. We hope that next year, the competition 
will attract even more students.

All the competition entries will be presented in an 
exhibition at the Grand Hall of the Nautical Museum in 
yialos on Saturday 27 June 2009 with free entrance for 
everyone. During the exhibition, FAROS together with 
the Municipal Cultural Centre and the Mayor of Symi will 
hand out commemorative diplomas to every child who 
took part in the competition. The exhibition will also be 
available online at: www.SymiGreece.com/symiart.htm. 

FAROS contacted many of the artists who live on Symi 
and asked them to judge the competition and choose the 
best pieces. The awarded pieces are being included into a 
Calendar for 2010 that will be published by FAROS and 
be available during the exhibition but also afterwards in 
several locations around Symi and online. 

FAROS would like to thank EFG Design who donated 
the design and printing of the calendar and the Municipal 
Cultural Centre of Symi for giving the Naurical Museum 
for the exhibition.

Symi Art Exhibition  
Nautical Museum

27 June 2009

The number of visitors is not a factor that should ever 
be used to site a museum; and this is really quite obvious.  
Should the Museum of the Holocaust be in berlin or should 
it be in beijing, where it would get more visitors? Should the 
Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, housing the Tutankhamun 
collection be in Cairo, or in Tokyo with its greater population?  
Artefacts of great cultural importance, and the Parthenon is 
undoubtedly one of these, should remain in the place where 
they are relevant, and not be removed in any great part (as the 
Parthenon has been) to a foreign land, far distant, where they 
are out of place. 

To quote Hitchens again:
“To hear some people utter, one might suppose that the 

Parthenon Scupltures would disappear from view if they were 
returned to Greece.  While all unawares, it sometimes seems, 
the British government and people are being offered the 
opportunity to perform a noble and even beautiful act.”

“The Parthenon sculpture is like a marvellous canvas 
arbitrarily torn across, with its depth and perspective and 
proportion summarily abolished.  This is why, however long 
the debate should last, there will always be those who rebel 
against the disfigurement and who long to see it undone.”

#5: Not an argument
I said above that there were four main arguments for 

keeping the Sculptures in London, yet here I present a fifth.  
No, I’ve not been taking lessons from the “we’re keeping 
them” campaign in deliberate obfuscation, but find the fifth 
argument, which is the newest one to arrive on the scene and 
the one being so actively pushed by the british Museum itself 
at the moment, is not really an argument at all.  It goes as 
follows: The British Museum is one of just a few museums in 
the World which has an impressive collection from all over the 
World.  Visitors can come and see the whole breadth of World 
History laid out before them, and because this is so valuable, 
we need to keep the British Museum Collection intact. 

I think that when this non-argument is given, it should 
be continued as follows: If the Sculptures return to Athens, 
they’ll just be put in a museum which ONLY has Greek things 
in it…and just things from one hill in Athens at that!  How 
limiting! Greece is really selfish in wanting its single most 
prized artefacts back…can’t they see that the british Museum’s 
educational value is far more important! Etc... etc..

If you ever hear this non-argument, bursting with its 

colonial, Empire-days, ya-ya-ya sentiment, please do treat it 
with the contempt it deserves, for it sounds like nothing more 
than barrel bottoms being scraped.

An Afterword
After this brief journey around the contentious affair of the 

Parthenon Sculptures, I hope I have persuaded even a few of 
you that the case for the return of the Sculptures to Greece is a 
good one.  If you remain unconvinced, please read more about 
the subject…or better still, visit the new Museum in Athens.

In the past months, as the new museum prepares to open, 
other museums and private collectors in Switzerland, Sweden, 
Italy and the Vatican have returned small fragments of the 
Sculptures to Greece, with each return granted a Presidential 
welcome and effusive gratitude. It is hoped that soon, the 
small parts of the Sculptures in Copenhagen and the Louvre 
will be returned as well, keeping up the pressure on London to 
complete the reunification. 

If recent opinion polls are anything to go by, the majority 
of the british people are now with Greece in wanting Elgin’s 
200 year-old crime put right..

« Continued from page 9 

The Parthenon Sculptures and the case for their return
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